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  A $100 Robot That Sees



Weights & Biases The AI Developer Platform
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Writing Code Building Models





  First Year of Weekly Active Users



  Collaborate with users



  Listen to feedback

It is very easy to track the performance of 
my model and also that of my coworkers.

It saves time! And I no longer have to keep 
track of logs in folders; yuck! Plus, the API is 
super simple and easy to use.

“
“



  Simple setup

# Start experiment
wandb.init()

# In training loop
wandb.log(metrics)

60 seconds to get up & running
Add a few lines of code to your ML project to 
immediately start seeing live charts.



  Integrate with everything



  Support collaboration everywhere

Reports
Document and Share your 

ML Insights



  Make reproducibility easy

Launch
Package and Run your ML 

Workflow Jobs



Region chosen by customer

● install package 
pip install 
wandb

● import wandb 
and execute 
python train.py

SSO via 
OIDC

Audit 
Logging

S3, Minio, GCS or Azure 
Blobs for datasets 
models, and files

Existing 
Training Infra

Peering / SSL / 
TLS 1.3 Load 
Balancing

Customer Network 
On-Premise or Private Cloud

Audit 
Logging

MySQL for 
Metadata

wandb/local Docker 
image with K8s

All data Isolated and encrypted in a W&B managed private cloud 
account. W&B SRE staff is on call 24/7 for incident response and 
upgrades. 99.9% Service SLA.

Enterprise
Enterprise-grade scalability 
& security for production ML 

at scale

Work well with enterprise infrastructure



  User Growth



  Weights & Biases Customers

HIGH TECH / SOFTWARE

HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING

INNOVATORS / INFLUENCERS / AI COMPANIES

GAMING HEALTHCARE/LIFE SCIENCES

FINANCIAL SERVICES MEDIA RETAIL/CONSUMER

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES/ROBOTICS



  LLM Personas

llm fine-tuner

Adapts existing LLMs
to specific tasks

llm creator

Trains LLMs from scratch

llm user

Uses LLM as API service 
(“Prompt Engineer”)



  Three personas, one workflow

llm fine-tuner

Adapts existing LLMs
to specific tasks

llm creator

Trains LLMs from scratch

llm user

Uses LLM as API service 
(“Prompt Engineer”)



Building Models Using Models



  Otto Bot



Alexa, play my favorite song



Mycroft



Useful Sensors/RockPI

$200 Device Runs llama and whisper model in real time 



Otto App

github.com/lukas/otto

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1aXVu2gMpAdK1TdJyPA-eBEamjp70lyIa/preview


Add your 
own weather math openai news

Extensible Library of Skills



“Whatʼs the weather in boston?”

weather(location="Boston")

Whisper

LLM

Weather Skill

How does it work



LLaMA is an open source LLM by MetaAI:

● Model checkpoints in PyTorch and HF formats

● Inference code in PyTorch or dedicated server engines (TGI, vLLM, etc)

● Requires GPU to serve

Whisper is an open source model for audio transcription by OpenAI:

● Model checkpoints in PyTorch

● Inference code in PyTorch

● Requires GPU

LLaMA and Whisper: The Open Source stack



Georgi Gerganov ported Whisper and LLama to C++, with no dependencies!

● Now you can run it on your laptop

● It has a built-in server

● Quantization and other useful techniques like speculative decoding

● Itʼs fast!

Llama.cpp: Run LLaMA on a MacBook



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1lvKoZOecRckTxqnzJgWoTGz1klr2BRih/preview


“Whatʼs the weather in boston?”

weather(location="Boston")

Whisper

LLM

Weather Skill

Latency Matters a Lot



0% 
acc

Llama doesnʼt work with the default prompt



Letʼs make the prompt better

You are AI that converts human request to function calls. 
You have a set of functions available to use:
-news(topic="[topic]") asks for latest headlines about a 
topic.
-math(question="[question]") asks a math question in 
python format.
….
-weather(location="[location]") ask for the weather at a 
location. If there's no location string the location is 
assumed to be where the user is.
-other() should be used when none of the other commands 
apply

Reply with the corresponding function call only
USER_QUERY: What’s the weather in boston?
Assistant: weather(location="Boston")

Tell it what functions to call 
and how

Give clear instructions and 
the expected output



hallucination

the correct answer

0% 
accThe model gets closer but…



 “Our fine-tuned LLMs, called Llama-2-Chat, are optimized for dialogue use cases.
Llama-2-Chat models outperform open-source chat models on most benchmarks we 
tested, and in our human evaluations for helpfulness and safety, are on par with some 
popular closed-source models like ChatGPT and PaLM.”

Letʼs switch to Llama2-chat



The model has a more 
specific instruction format.

We give more specific 
instructions to the model

"""<s>[INST] <<SYS>>
You are AI that converts human request into api calls. 
You have a set of functions:
-news(topic="[topic]") asks for latest headlines about a topic.
-math(question="[question]") asks a math question in python 
format.
…
-weather(location="[location]") ask for the weather at a 
location. If there's no location string the location is assumed 
to be where the user is.
-other() should be used when none of the other commands apply

<</SYS>>

Here is a user request, reply with the corresponding function 
call
USER_QUERY: What’s the weather in boston?[/INST]"""

Llama2-chat has been trained on conversations 
so it performs better on instructions



11% 
acc

We get better accuracy with LLAMA-chat the 
model answers but also gets the format wrong



"""<s>[INST] <<SYS>>
You are AI that converts human request into api calls. 
You have a set of functions:
-news(topic="[topic]") asks for latest headlines about a topic.
-math(question="[question]") asks a math question in python format.
…
-weather(location="[location]") ask for the weather at a location. If there's 
no location string the location is assumed to be where the user is.
-other() should be used when none of the other commands apply

<</SYS>>

Here is a user request, reply with the corresponding function call
USER_QUERY: What’s the weather in boston?[/INST]
FUCTION_CALL: """ 75% 

acc

Incorporating feedback from the model
improves the accuracy



table_viz_76%.mov

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DG8bJ93fTJj1mhki1IWhrWL81AIZeXpZ/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1DG8bJ93fTJj1mhki1IWhrWL81AIZeXpZ/preview


"""<s>[INST] <<SYS>>
You are AI that converts human request into api calls. 
You have a set of functions:
-news(topic="[topic]") asks for latest headlines about a topic.
-math(question="[question]") asks a math question in python format.
…
-weather(location="[location]") ask for the weather at a location. If there's no location string the location is assumed 
to be where the user is.
-other() should be used when none of the other commands apply

Some example user queries and the corresponding function call:
USER_QUERY: What is a random number under one hundred
FUNCTION_CALL: math(question="randint(100)")

USER_QUERY: Ask gpt if a leopard can swim
FUNCTION_CALL: openai(prompt="Can a leopard swim?")

USER_QUER: So it's like…
FUNCTION_CALL: other()

USER_QUERY: to do this? Also, I've noticed that when I use
FUNCTION_CALL: other()
<</SYS>>

Here is a user request, reply with the corresponding function call
USER_QUERY: What’s the weather in boston?[/INST]
FUCTION_CALL: """

51% 
acc

Adding examples to the prompt reduces
the accuracy



“The Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1 Large Language Model 
(LLM) is a instruct fine-tuned version of the 
Mistral-7B-v0.1 generative text model using a variety 
of publicly available conversation datasets.”

Letʼs try MistralAIʼs model

https://huggingface.co/mistralai/Mistral-7B-v0.1


"""[INST] You are AI that converts human request into api calls. 
You have a set of functions:
-news(topic="[topic]") asks for latest headlines about a topic.
-math(question="[question]") asks a math question in python format.
-notes(action="add|list", note="[note]") lets a user take simple notes.
-openai(prompt="[prompt]") asks openai a question.
…
-weather(location="[location]") ask for the weather at a location. If there's no location string the location is assumed 
to be where the user is.
-other() should be used when none of the other commands apply

Some example user queries and the corresponding function call:
USER_QUERY: What is a random number under one hundred
FUNCTION_CALL: math(question="randint(100)")

USER_QUERY: Ask gpt if a leopard can swim
FUNCTION_CALL: openai(prompt="Can a leopard swim?")

USER_QUERY: to do this? Also, I've noticed that when I use
FUNCTION_CALL: other()

Here is a user request, reply with the corresponding function call only, be brief.
USER_QUERY: What’s the weather in boston?
FUCTION_CALL: [/INST]”””

The same prompt with MistralAI Instruct gives us 
great accuracy without fine-tuning

79% 
acc



Is a pre-trained LLM enough?

79% Accuracy is still pretty annoying



Fine-tuning



Baseline

LoRA Full Parameter

Baseline

LoRA Full Parameter

Fine-tuning with LoRA works almost as well as 
full-parameter



QLoRA allows fine-tuning large models on normal GPUs



but you will need a dataset to fine-tune



Manually Creating Example



Using ChatGPT to create more examples



Quick win: Give OpenAI a schema to format the answer in



Running the flywheel to generate a dataset



 Fine-Tuning + Mistral leads to amazing accuracy

98% 
acc



Also works for other languages!



WandBotgithub.com/lukas/otto



Lessons learned and next steps
● Prompt engineering improves performance a lot

● Fine-tuning improves performance a lot



Most of the experiments didnʼt work

project: 
https://wandb.ai/capecape/otto

reports: 
https://wandb.ai/capecape/otto/reportlist



Learn More



  WandBot
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We started with a basic prompt template - 45% accuracy

Please answer the user's question about the Weights & 
Biases, W&B or wandb. Provide a detailed code example 
with explanations whenever possible. If the question is not 
related to Weights & Biases or you don't know the answer, 
just say that you don't know, don't try to make up an 
answer."
Begin
==========
Question: {question}

Answer: 45% 
acc



Improved prompt templates
Setting guidelines on behavior in prompts 
improves accuracy
You are wandbot, a developer assistant designed to guide users with tasks related to Weight 
& Biases, its sdk `wandb` and its visualization library `weave`. As a trustworthy expert, 
you must provide helpful answers to queries only using the document excerpts and code 
examples in the provided context and not prior knowledge.

Here are your guidelines:  
1. Provide clear and concise explanations, along with relevant code snippets, to help users 
understand and instrument various functionalities of wandb efficiently.  
...
Here are some examples:
<!--start-example2-->  
<!--start-relevant-documents-->  
… 
<!end-relevant-documents-->  
<!--Start-Question-->  
...
<!--Final Answer in Markdown-->  
...
<!--end-example2-->  
<!--Begin→
Question: 

Answer:

SYSTEM MESSAGE

RULES

REPRESENTATIVE 
EXAMPLES

RELEVANT CONTEXT

61% 
acc
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Find the most relevant documents
 

How can I show
my experiments to my 
team members? 

How can I show
my experiments to my 
team members? 

Collaborative Reports
Use W&B Reports to organize Runs,
embed and automate visualizations,
describe your findings, and share 
updates with collaborators.

Collaborative Reports
Use W&B Reports to organize Runs,
embed and automate visualizations,
describe your findings, and share 
updates with collaborators.

LLM

-1 3 5 -5 2 0 0 3 3 -4 6 5Similarity Score

How can I log my input 
and outputs from 
OpenAl?

LLM

W&B Docs:
● How to log to W&B?
● W&B x OpenAI Integration
● Prompts Quickstart

Vector Store

1. Grab relevant documents

2. Find the most relevant one



Add documents into the prompt

W&B x OpenAI Integration
1. Import autolog and initialize it

First, import autolog from 
wandb.integration.openai and initialise it.

import os

…

<!--Begin-–>
<!--start-relevant-documents-->  

<!end-relevant-documents-->  
<!--Start-Question-->  

<!--Final Answer in Markdown-->  

Prompts Quickstart
2. Log to a Trace

Now we will query OpenAI times and log 
the results to a W&B Trace.

…

How to log to Weights & 
Biases?
Log a dictionary of data to the current 
run's history.

log(

    data: Dict[str, Any],

…



Feed the prompt into GPT-4

How can I show
my experiments to 
my team members? 

How can I show
my experiments to 
my team members? 

How can I log my 
input and outputs 
from OpenAl?

W&B Docs:
How to log to
Weights & Biases?

Prompt Template
<

GPT-4

Question Relevant Docs Prompt Template

<!--start-relevant-docume
nts→
<!end-relevant-documents-
->  
<!--Start-Question-->  



GPT-4 responds to the user
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User Feedback

Feedback Count

👍 21%

👎 8%

None 70%



Create evaluation set
Thereʼs 1,000s of questions.
We cluster them into topics to efficiently evaluate on the breadth of questions asked.



Select a question from each cluster to 
shrink the eval set.
Reduce the eval set from 1000s to 132

How to log a json file to W&B Tables?

How do I move the first column to the 
end of a W&B Table?



Evaluate the model: Expert Eval

Is the link real

Is the question related to 
wandb

Is it correct?

70% 
acc



Evaluate the model: LLM Eval

● Faithfulness Evaluation: does the 
answer accurately reflect the 
information in the source documents 
without introducing unverified or 
incorrect details?

● Relevancy Evaluation: Does the 
answer address the user's query with 
information related to the question 
and context provided?



Try more models



Try more models



Define better metrics



Define better metrics



Read more at wandb.me/wandbot-eval

http://wandb.me/wandbot-eval


  Serve wandbot on Slack and Discord

API Server SlackBot DiscordBot



Ever since we added Wandbot to our workflow, it has helped us 
save time writing code snippets and examples for customers, 
saving us at least an hour a week on scripts.

It has also made onboarding easier for our two new 
teammates; instead of digging through our docs for hours, 
they can simply ask Wandbot a question, and it will return a 
very sweet and short-to-the-point answer. 

It is always a good starting point for debugging issues.

Feedback



1) Which foundation model should I use?

2) Should I use fine tuning?

3) How should I set up my vector database?

4) What kinds of prompts should I use?

5) How should we build safety into the model?

Common questions



Lessons for building LLM-powered apps

1. Build an evaluation framework



Lessons for building LLM-powered apps

2. Start with a lightweight prototype



3. Incorporate end-user feedback

Lessons for building LLM-powered apps



Lessons for building LLM-powered apps

4. Iterate



Lessons for building LLM-powered apps

1. Build an evaluation framework

2. Start with a lightweight prototype

3. Incorporate end-user feedback

4. Iterate



1) Use multiple evaluation sets/techniques

2) Make sure metrics correlate with user experience

3) Actually do it

Evaluation Best Practices



wandb.me/weave



wandb.me/weave



wandb.me/weave



Thank you @l2k



  More Slides



LLMs



LLM Creators



LLM Creators Using W&B



LLM Users



We can then take snapshots of the feedback-question-answer data 
for analysis such as topic analysis to determine what data we 
want to score the effectiveness of the model 

Questions coming in 
from our users

Visualize it





You are wandbot, a developer 
assistant designed to guide 
users with tasks related to 
Weight & Biases, its sdk 
`wandb` and its visualization 
library `weave`.

As a trustworthy expert, you 
must provide helpful answers 
to queries only using the 
document excerpts and code 
examples in the provided 
context and not prior 
knowledge.

Creating our advanced prompt - Create System Message 

Define a system message to set the 
overall tone and behavior of the LLM



Here are your guidelines:  
1. Provide clear and concise explanations, along with 
relevant code snippets, to help users understand and 
instrument various functionalities of wandb 
efficiently.  
2. Only generate code that is directly derived from the 
provided context excerpts and ensure that the code is 
accurate and runnable.  
3. Do not generate code from prior knowledge or create 
any methods, functions and classes that is not found in 
the provided context.  
4. Always cite the sources from the provided context in 
your response.  
5. Where the provided context is insufficient and you 
are uncertain about the response, respond with "Hmm, 
I'm not sure."  and direct the user to the Weights & 
Biases [support](support@wandb.com) or [community 
forums](http://wandb.me/community)  
6. For questions unrelated to wandb, Weights & Biases 
or weave, kindly remind the user of your 
specialization.  
7. Always respond in concise fully formatted Markdown 
with the necessary code and links.  
8. For best user experience, always respond in the 
user's language. For instance, if the query is in 
Japanese, you should respond in Japanese

Creating our advanced prompt - Define Guidelines

Set a clear set of guidelines to define 
what behavior is available and NOT 
available to the bot.

- We can define instructions to 
prevent hallucinations

- We can define how the LLM 
should respond to uncertainty



Creating our advanced prompt - Add Strictly Formatted Examples

Use specific formatting to provide 
representative examples to the LLM; 
simulating an ideal user/data/response 
grouping

Here are some examples:

<!--start-example1-->   
<!--start-relevant-documents-->   
Weights & Biases allows logging of audio data arrays or  
files for playback in W&B.    
You can use the `wandb.Audio()` to create audio instances  
and log them to W&B using `wandb.log()`.   
Source: 28-pl   

~~~  
# Log an audio array or file   
wandb.log({{"my whale song": wandb.Audio(array_or_path,  
caption="montery whale 0034", sample_rate=32)}})   
Source: 29-pl   

# Log multiple audio files   
# Log audio within a W&B Table   
my_table = wandb.Table(columns=["audio", "spectrogram",  
"bird_class", "prediction"])   
for (audio_arr, spec, label) in my_data:   
    pred = model(audio)   
    audio = wandb.Audio(audio_arr, sample_rate=32)   
    img = wandb.Image(spec)   
    my_table.add_data(audio, img, label, pred)   

# Log the Table to wandb   
wandb.log({{"validation_samples" : my_table}})   
Source: 30-pl   
~~~  

<!end-relevant-documents-->   
<!--Start-Question-->   
How do I log audio using wandb?   
<!--End-Question-->   
<!--Final Answer in Markdown-->   

Use `wandb.Audio()` to log audio arrays and files for  
playback in W&B.   
Here is an example that illustrates the steps to log audio.



After analysis, we use the 
heuristics we set to 
create a filtered set of 
data for evaluation

Golden eval set

Filter the questions



The cheapest, and quickest form of evaluation is to use a separate LLM to score the question answer 
pairs for us

Evaluation LLM

Golden eval set



However, LLM based evaluation has its own set of problems that may not accurately represent human 
quality. Manual evaluation is still essential for determining if the LLM is operating correctly

Manual Human Evaluation

Current accuracy 
stands at 65.26%.


